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As an online, available anytime, estimating system,
the AdjustRite® Plus application from PPG is the only
one of its kind specifically created for commercial
truck repairs. For fleets, insurance companies,
independent adjusters and commercial truck claims
management firms, the AdjustRite Plus system is the
indispensable resource for professional estimates
and record keeping.
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Benefits for Industry Professionals
•

Saves time, improves productivity

•	Automatically calculates Overhaul, Overlap

AdjustRite Plus ESTIMATING
AND Claims Management
for heavy-duty trucks

and Included Operations to create fair, accurate
estimates

®

•	Effortlessly assigns losses to staff appraisers,

independent adjusters or preferred shops
•	Easily generates Total Loss and Equipment &

Condition reports
•

Automates salvage bids

•	Creates professional documentation for

customers and carriers
•	Offers custom-defined parts and labor databases

for all types of units
•	Available 24/7—anywhere you have access to

the Internet!
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CLAIMS MANAGEMENT FEATURES

MOBILE. AVAILABLE 24/7

Truck Makes and Models Database

Software:

Save desk time. Increase productivity.

Proprietary Technology.

Writing estimates can be time consuming and data
intensive, but by taking advantage of the AdjustRite®
Plus claims management system, these tasks can
be created and managed more quickly and efficiently
than ever before. The AdjustRite Plus application
allows you to store photos, write field notes, develop
parts lists, obtain salvage bids, construct total loss
evaluations, complete equipment and condition
reports, and much more. You can then email
required files in just a few simple steps. Not only is
the AdjustRite Plus system a time saver, it protects
your data too. All information is stored on a high
security server that is backed up daily, so your data
is guarded from being lost or stolen.

The AdjustRite Plus system is a full-service application
that takes into consideration the overall commercial
truck repair and claims process. Trusted by truck
repair facilities across North America, the innovative,
Web-based estimating technology delivers realtime information and logic, adding accuracy and
consistency to your process.

•	Over

“P oint and Click” simplicity—

•	Users

anytime, anywhere.

	One reason the AdjustRite Plus system is so
productive is because it’s so easy to use. With
an intuitive interface the program’s automated
features dramatically reduce the time it takes
to create claims information while minimizing the
chances of error. To keep you connected while in
the field, the AdjustRite Plus platform works on
a wide variety of Windows®-based mobile devices.

100 of the most popular heavy- and mediumduty truck makes and models are available

•	New

truck makes and models are continuously
added to the database

•	Generic

databases are available for dry vans,
reefers, flatbeds, dump bodies and school bus
chassis and body
can also create their own custom databases,
including parts, labor and pricing

Report Generation
•	Equipment

& Condition reports for tractor, trailers,
off-road and forestry equipment

•	Multiple
•	Actual
•	Old

supplement handling

Cash Value (ACV) report form

Damage appraisals

•	Multi-location
•	Loss

management reports

Recovery demand packages

System Integration
Tasking and Requests
•	Assign

claims to insurance adjusters

•	Dispatch

appraisal assignments to inside staff
or outside independents or shops (proprietary
network capability)

•	Manage

requests for salvage bids

Information and Photo Management
•	Add

field notes and manage current claim status

•	Upload

digital photos with damage descriptions

•	Generate

email-friendly files for distribution and
documentation
Multiple Profile and Rate Information

•	Maintain

a database of key contacts, including
facilities and dealers, independent adjusters,
salvage buyers, parts and customer parts dealers

•	Create

unique rate profiles by region, by company,
or by individual facility
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AdjustRite Plus employs the CIECA standard
EMS file transfer format for data management
and seamless import and export of claim
information and estimate data. This feature allows
AdjustRite Plus to integrate with a variety of claim
management systems and industry portals that
accept EMS data.
Multi-Platform Support—Coming Soon

	The AdjustRite Plus system will adapt to the way
you work. Our advanced software will be enhanced
to perform seamlessly with most Internet browsers
as well as a variety of hardware platforms and
mobile devices.

•	Compatible

with Internet Explorer ®

•	Coming

soon—compatibility with Safari,® Google
Chrome,™ Mozilla Firefox,® and Opera® browsers

•	Numerous

options for personal preferences or
device requirements
Hardware:

•	Works

with Web-enabled tablets and mobile devices

•	Tablets

enhance mobility and productivity, increase
quality and accuracy, and improve customer service
and professional image

FREE TRIAL OFFER
Now you can see firsthand how AdjustRite Plus uses
real-time data and proprietary logic to create heavyduty truck estimates. For your trial offer, simply go
to www.adjustrite.com and click on the “AdjustRite
Plus” icon in the lower center of the home page.
Next, click the “Try AdjustRite Plus” link and then
submit a completed registration form. You will be
emailed login credentials within 24 business hours.

